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making citizens in africa - assetsmbridge - making citizens in africa : ethnicity, gender, and national
identity in ethiopia / lahra smith. pages cm. – (african studies ; 125) includes bibliographical references and
index. isbn 978-1-107-03531-7 (hardback) – isbn 978-1-107-61038-5 (paperback) 1. citizenship – social
aspects–ethiopia. 2. political participation – social e-governance and citizen participation in south africa:
a ... - this study, as part of the making all voices count practi-tioner research programme, was undertaken to
look at ... that give citizens ... a jobs to be done assessment. e-governance and citizen participation in south
africa: a jobs to be done assessment data citizen engagement in public policy making process in ... arguable if such success could have been recorded if the citizens were not carried along in the public policy
making process, or alienated through a top-down approach to development planning. we say so because as
karlsson, et al (1993) rightly observed ‘in botswana, decentralization is a national political priority, and is well
citizens' arrest in south africa - citizens' arrest in south africa any south african citizen may execute an
arrest for "any conspiracy, ... making, adapting, or imitating objects, statistics, or documents, ... schedule 1
offense. » any south african citizens may arrest anyone who he/she reasonably suspects of having committed
a schedule 1 offense. challenges in the public participation and the decision ... - to allow participation in
the decision making process from the early stage of related planning procedure as this will encourage citizens’
input in the planning process and present the views of the entire community on specific issues to ensure the
proposed plan will mirror their aspirations. in a broader sense, appropriate public citizen participation in
south africa: land struggles and ... - in post-apartheid south africa rural citizens are bearers of rights which
involve few, if any, meaningful inclusions in local decision-making processes. the majority of rural citizens are
either poorly paid and insecure farm workers, labour tenants or unemployed 'farm dwellers'. the right of
public participation in the law-making ... - university of cape town, south africa. she served as the
parliamentary commissioner for the commission on gender equality, south africa, between 2001- 2005. ...
relating to the involvement of citizens in the law-making process, doctors for life4 gave rise to three crucial
issues: first, the nature and citizen participation - enap - citizen participation, such as voting in elections,
class actions and public demonstrations, through which people seek to influence a decision. citizen
participation thus goes farther than simply taking part in decision making within formal participatory
mechanisms. what are the strengths and weaknesses of current mechanisms of citizen ... public
participation framework for the south african ... - public involvement is a process wherein people in
south africa exercise their collective and individual initiatives to promote their interests in decision-making and
oversight. a public participation framework for parliament and provincial legislatures takes into account the
minimal considerations in facilitating public involvement. public participation in policy-making and
implementation ... - public participation in policy-making and implementation is an integral part of public
administration and an essential ingredient of community development and democracy. this study describes,
analyses and evaluates the role played by public participation in policy-making and implementation in south
africa, with specific voting and democratic citizenship in africa - pirical resource. as such, voting and
democratic citizenship in africa rep-resents the culmination of a focused and collective research effort by scholars on several continents over the course of at least a decade. it aims to move discussion of these topics
forward by granting long-overdue attention to the attitudes and behaviors of ordinary ... constitution making
process in zimbabwe - sw radio africa - constitution making process in zimbabwe: avenues for effective
youth participation 1 “the constitution of a nation is not simply a structure which mechanically defines the
structures of government and the relation between the government and the governed, it is a "mirror of the in
search of opportunity: young and educated africans most ... - regionally, the desire to migrate is
highest in central africa and west africa, where more than four in 10 citizens (46% and 41%, respectively) have
given thought to leaving their country (figure 3). in contrast, fewer than one in three have considered
emigration in southern and east africa (31% and 28%, respectively). legal and policy frameworks for
citizen participation in ... - legal and policy frameworks for citizen participation in local governance in east
africa: a regional report logolink research – legal frameworks for citizen participation east africa regional report
jonathan gaventa september 2002 logolink is a global learning initiative aimed at strengthening citizen
participation in local governance. citizen participation and local democracy in zimbabwean ... - all
citizens should be able to participate actively in the local democratic process. according to fung (2001:41) local
democracy gives citizens the freedom to participate in making decisions that are locally appropriate and serve
the needs of the local community. local democracy simply means rule by the people, citizens making stuff
happen in east africa - citizens making stuff happen in east africa rakesh rajani, twaweza dfid, march 29
2011. this moment in east africa •little faith in governments… or the new leader •ideologies, paradigms shaky
•tiredness and cynicism about development and reforms •a sense that we need to look in the mirror and state
and non-state actors in south african public policy - citizens, state and non-state actors. in postapartheid south africa, efforts have been made to ensure that public policy becomes a democratic and
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inclusive process. thus since 1994 the public policy-making arena has been marked by evolution in the political
actors that have a critical influence on public policy-making processes,4 empowering african women: an
agenda for action - africa gender equality index 2015. africa gender equality index 2015 empowering african
women: an agenda for action. ... women as active citizens and leaders 23 equality before the law 23 ... barriers
that prevent women from making a full contribution to the continent’s development. with this evidence citizen
participation in local policy making in malawi - citizen participation in local policy making in malawi by
terence crayl malamulo (student #: 568116) ... witwatersrand, johannesburg, south africa. it has not been
submitted before for any ... citizens’ awareness of the cds making project ..... 107 5.3.1.2. citizens’ awareness
of the goals of their participation in the cds making 108 ... participation of ngos in the process of policyand law ... - participation of ngos in the process of policy- and law - making * ... 1.good practices of
participation of ngos in great britain ... the participation of citizens in the decision-making process is directly
related to the principle of good governance. it leads to higher transparency and accountability of the
institutions. working paper no. 119 citizen perceptions of local ... - citizen perceptions of local
government responsiveness in sub-saharan africa abstract this paper examines local government performance
from the perspective of users, with special attention to questions of responsiveness, representation and
accountability . the results both confirm and challenge conventional wisdom. democratization and public
accountability at the ... - citizens, the low level of civic competency, and the poor participation of citizens in
the decision-making process. this article draws draw on data that was collected in 2010 from the kagera region
utilizing interviews, questionnaires, observation, and documentary review. the sample size of the study was
120 respondents. introduction reﬂections on democracy and human rights - sahrc - ing; the relationship
between citizens and the state; and the relationships among and between citizens and, in many instances, noncitizens. notwithstanding the fact that they are most often contested, and that differing interpretations of
human rights widely exist, more and more of our people have come to rely on and assert their rights. equal
participation of women and men in decision-making ... - equal participation of women and men in
decision-making processes, ... the africa union constitutive act is a leading example, as it ... elected should be
equally applied to all citizens, both ... agenda 2063 - united nations - agenda 2063 the africa we want 2 7.
africa is self-confident in its identity, heritage, culture and shared values and as a strong, united and influential
partner on the global stage making its public participation in policy-making and policy ... - public
participation in the making and implementation of policy in mauritius with reference to port louis’ local
government . by . sanjiv kumar babooa . submitted in accordance with the requirements . for the degree of .
doctor of administration . in the subject . public administration . at the . university of south africa . promoter:
prof m ... accountability in public services in south africa - world bank - accountability in public services
in south africa ix in 1994, the legacy of apartheid presented the new south africa with enormous challenges:
poverty, inequality, and the immense aspira-tions for greater access to basic public services. the government
immediately began address-ing these challenges by enshrining constitu- public policy-making and policy
analysis in south africa ... - public policy-making and policy analysis in south africa amidst transformation,
change and globalisation: views on participants and role players in the policy analytic procedure n.l. roux
school of public management and administration university of pretoria abstract ince 1993/4 south africa has
been characterised by comprehensive politi- constitution making and legal reform process in kenya constitution making and legal reform process in kenya by dr. abdirizak arale nunow* 1. introduction broadly,
the constitution is a covenant, symbol and aspiration by– which a group of people, agree to transform
themselves into a nation. a constitution may also function as a uniting force, local government policymaking process - citizens and representatives of community interest groups who participate in local issues
may also find this publication useful. the purposes of this publication are to describe the local government
policy-making process, outline effective roles for local officials, and to provide practical tips to make the local
policy- e-governance and citizen participation in west africa ... - dakar, piwa works across west africa,
with representations or delegations in most countries. after panos london, panos washington and panos paris,
panos west africa is the fourth independent panos institute of the panos council, which also includes panos
east africa (in kampala), panos southern africa (in lusaka), and panos south the obstacles to effective
policy implementation by the ... - the obstacles to effective policy implementation by the public
bureaucracy in developing nations: the case of nigeria ... constitute serious obstacles to effective policy
implementation by the public bureaucracy in nigeria. these factors, among others, include the ineffective and
corrupt political leadership under which the ... it is the making ... freedom of information law in south
africa - freedom of information law in south africa table of content ... making the latter assessment, a number
of factors must be taken into account, including ... the state's potentially competing obligations to protect
citizens' information rights and to provide fair, efficient, and cost-effective administration. a synthesis
research report on the participation of ... - 2 in the east african community integration process the vision
east africa forum (veaf) is an east african community-wide civil society think-tank that was launched, with the
support of the friedrich-ebert-stiftung (fes) in tanzania, on the 6th of october, 2011, in arusha, tanzania. the
launch ceremony was conducted by the private vs. public healthcare in south africa - system by making
healthcare more affordable and accessible for the south african population. ... government funded healthcare
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is offered to all citizens of south africa for free, yet citizens can opt to purchase private insurance in order to be
treated at private hospitals and health clinics. south africa has three levels of hospitals: primary ... policy
making models and their role in policy education - policy making models and their role in policy
education alan j. hahn cornell university the purposes of this paper are to (1) review commonly used models of
policy making and discuss their applications in policy education and (2) summarize recent developments in
research and theory and the law-making process in ghana : structures and procedures - making
process in ghana: structures and procedures. this book also has a pictorial representation on an a2 poster. in
the book, the introductory part covers the historical overview of ghana’s legislature and the composition of the
parliament of ghana. the crux of this publication – how a draft bill becomes a law – is then discussed. other
does citizen participation in local government decision ... - the key factors involved in making
participation effective? in this paper, citizen partici-pation refers to processes through which citizens can have
access to, or influence over, the process of local planning and decision-making that affects them. also, in this
study, the role and purpose of local government - the role and purpose of local government 3.1 .
introduction the existence of local government has always been defended on the basis that it is a crucial
aspect of the process of democratization and intensification of mass participation in the decision-making
process. no political system is the status of e-government in south africa - the vision for achieving egovernment in south africa is to render services around life episodes of the citizens that follow a series of
events, from cradle to grave. such services must be accessible to all citizens anytime, anywhere and through
different access devices and media. participatory and inclusive constitution making - participatory and
inclusive constitution making introduction the countries of the arab spring face daunting challenges. syria is
racked by war. libya’s transi-tion is challenged by armed militias vying for control. in egypt, the early promise
of popular trans-formation has reinforced divisions in society. the role of media in democracy: a strategic
approach - any blueprint, for making choices about which media activities might be most appropriate in a
given context. in addition to suggesting a goal to guide usaid media programs, the approach provides
examples of successful media assistance activities and discusses factors influencing their success. in section ii,
the role of media in democracy is the price of inequality: how today's divided society ... - making
globalization work the roaring nineties globalization and its discontents. the price of ... a little country on the
coast of north africa, spread to nearby egypt, then to other countries of the middle east. in some cases, the
spark of protest ... the market to generate jobs for so many citizens—is the worst failure of the market, the ...
information for non-immigrant visa applicants - all u.s. consulates in south africa are closed on south
african and us holidays. the consulates general in cape town and durban are closed to the ... plane tickets:
applicants should obtain a visa before purchasing tickets or making irrevocable travel plans. ... u.s. citizens
traveling abroad and consular information. template for developing guidelines on public participation responsive to the needs of the people of south africa. mission ... template for developing guidelines on public
participation 1. 2 preface the importance of public participation is captured in section 195 (1)(e) ... the
involvement of citizens in policy-making and implementation why is africa poor? - cato institute - not only
a threat to africa’s security. by 2025, one in four young people worldwide will be from sub-saharan africa.3
most of those young people will be living in africa’s cities where, by then, the majority of the continent’s
citizens will be located. and if they do not find employment on the continent, they will seek it elsewhere. white
paper on transforming public sector delivery - * the public be encouraged to participate in policy-making;
and * it be accountable, transparent and development-oriented. ... foremost as servants of the citizens of
south africa, and where the public service is ... 1.2.12 this white paper on transforming public service delivery
therefore, urgently seeks to republic of kenya & republic of south africa - • as a democracy, its citizens
can participate in voting and elections: • the citizens vote for the president, as well as for members of the
parliament. • even though kenya is a democracy, the citizens do not have too much say in the government. •
much of the decision-making process is made by the president and his party. the african slave trade national archives - slaves, as well as making it illegal for american citizens to engage in the slave trade
between any nations, regardless if the ship originated in the u.s. or was owned by a u.s. citizen. it also gave
u.s. authorities the right to seize slave ships which were caught transporting slaves and confiscate their cargo.
chapter 5 citizen empowerment and inclusion - united nations - 84 chapter five 5 citizen empowerment
and inclusion united nations e-government survey 2010 5.1 progress in e-participation the provision of online
services, as described above, provides a transformative platform for the public sphere. it intersects with the
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